When crowdsourcing systems are used in combination with machine inference systems in the real world, they benefit the most when the machine system is deeply integrated with the crowd workers. However, if researchers wish to integrate the crowd with "off-the-shelf" machine classifiers, this deep integration is not always possible. This work explores two strategies to increase accuracy and decrease cost under this setting. First, we show that reordering tasks presented to the human can create a significant accuracy improvement. Further, we show that greedily choosing parameters to maximize machine accuracy is sub-optimal, and joint optimization of the combined system improves performance.
Introduction
When crowdsourcing systems are deployed in the real world, the goal is often to maximize accuracy at a fixed price point or to minimize cost at a certain accuracy requirement. The best way to do this is by tightly integrating the machine and crowd worker within the overall end-to-end pipeline. For instance, the machine computation might use worker annotations as a prior to influence its results, or tasks for workers might be chosen and ordered adaptively using a Markov Decision Process (Russakovsky, Li, and Fei-Fei 2015) .
However, this tight integration is not always possible. Many real systems only provide outputs and cannot be heavily modified. In these cases, the use of crowd workers is often restricted to a post-process that attempts to correct errors in the machine computation. In this scenerio, what kinds of strategies can maximize accuracy while minimizing costs?
To explore this question, we choose a representative task within the domain of computer vision: localizing objects in a large dataset. The goal is to detect all instances of certain objects of interest in the dataset. Machine systems can take images as input and automatically generate bounding boxes around objects of interest. Internal to the machine algorithm, to classify a potential detection as an object of interest or not, the algorithm employs a detection threshold such that only detections with confidence scores above the threshold are returned. Finding many correct objects implies also detecting many false positives. Because the detection threshold determines this tradeoff, it is often treated as the primary tunable parameter of machine vision algorithms. The returned detections are then given to human workers, who we employ to remove false detections. For our experiments, we adopt the classic UIUC-Cars dataset (Agarwal, Awan, and Roth 2004) . As detector, we use Support Vector Machines trained on Histograms of Ordered Gradients as a representative "outof-the-box" machine vision system.
Our objective is to maximize the overall accuracy of the machine-crowd pipeline on the dataset given a certain time budget. We vary the time budget by presenting the humans with only a fraction of all detections. If humans look at a large fraction of detections the accuracy improvement will be large, however the average time cost per image in the dataset will also be large. If humans look at only a few images, the average accuracy of the entire dataset will show little improvement, but the time cost will be low. We plot the tradeoff between cost and accuracy as a curve.
The primary contribution of this work is a description and analysis of two strategies for improving the cost-accuracy curve. In Task Ordering we consider the impact of using the machine vision algorithm's confidence score as a way to order human tasks. In Joint Optimization we consider how changing the machine threshold parameter impacts results.
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Task Ordering
First we analyze the impact of the ordering in which we present tasks to human workers. The machine algorithm processes each image and returns detections that are above a pre-defined threshold. We then show the detections to workers until the time budget runs out. If all detections are shown to workers, then the ordering is unimportant. However, under a limited time budget we can present only a fraction of the images to the workers. Consequently, the ordering of tasks is relevant, as it affects which images are presented and corrected by the crowd.
Does it matter which detections are given to the crowd first? Clearly it does. Each true detection presented to the crowd is costing time, but not impacting accuracy. Each false detection which is identified and removed by the crowd improves accuracy. We seek an oracle which will allow us to present only false detections to the crowd. Unfortunately we necessarily lack such an oracle, because if it existed, we could use it to modify the machine algorithm to remove the false detections in the first place.
In our experiments, we consider two different task orderings for the human workers: First, as a baseline, we present the detections in random order. Second, we order the detections such that those with lowest machine confidence are presented to the humans first. The motivation behind this ordering is that we suspect the machine of making more mistakes among detections that are closer to the detection threshold. This is equivalent to assuming that the machine algorithm confidence score can be used as an approximate oracle for predicting false detections.
The results of our trials are depicted in Figure 1 . We plot the accuracy of the entire pipeline versus the amount of human worker involvement. We observe that re-ordering human tasks can greatly reduce the required human work. In particular, we can see that to achieve an accuracy, in terms of F-measure, of 0.90, reordering the tasks based on confidence scores can reduce the required human time cost by 62.9% compared to random ordering.
Joint Optimization
We investigate the proper choice of the machine detection threshold parameter when also utilizing human labor. The machine returns bounding boxes around potential detections with accuracy dependent on this threshold parameter. Typically, the detection threshold is tuned on a validation dataset so as to maximize accuracy of the machine detections. One approach for combining machine and human computation would be to use the threshold that leads to the highest machine accuracy, and subsequently use human workers to improve the reported detections. However, the choice of the threshold also changes which detections are presented to the human workers. As shown in the previous section, this can greatly influence the accuracy of the overall pipeline.
Should the parameters of the machine algorithm be set to their independently optimal values, or would some suboptimal parameter choice lead to overall better performance of the joint system? The results of our experiments are shown in Figure 2 . We observe that there is not a single optimal because it determines which images will be shown to crowd workers. Top: Plots F-measure given three different thresholds (Purple line is the same as in Fig. 1 ). Note that no single threshold is best. The blue line is the best performance at the best possible threshold for that specific time budget. Bottom: Plots F-measure given a certain time budget and a certain threshold. The best threshold for each time budget is highlighted in white. Note that the optimum threshold for machine-only computation (0.0 time budget) is no longer optimum when a human labor time budget is available.
threshold to pick. The optimal threshold depends on the time budget and accuracy requirement. As the time budget increases it becomes desirable to choose a threshold that reduces the initial accuracy of the machine algorithm. The upper bound on the achievable accuracy for each time budget is shown by the blue dashed line in the top part of Figure 2 . The respective optimal threshold is shown in the lower part.
